MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
ENHANCED ORGANIZATION
INCREASED SAFETY

MAX-40 SECURE PICKUP DRAWER UNIT

EZ STAK recommends using a bed
cover for optimal protection from
the elements.

The MAX-40 Secure Pickup Drawer Unit converts any pickup
bed into a field service truck providing easy access to hundreds
of pounds of tools and supplies. Manufactured with high
grade durable 0.100” North American aluminum and stainless
fasteners. The MAX-40 drawer extends on four heavy duty ball
bearing drawer slides for maximum weight capacity.
›› Equipment and parts storage in long drawer unit - up to 72” depth
›› Top rail around the box for additional cargo securing on top of unit
›› Available dividers for organized storage
›› Various locking systems available

Available in different models for the following trucks:
60” maximum drawer extension with push
button lock
Model# shown: EZ-TDU-18-48-60-D
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Ford

F150-F550, 5’5’’, 6’5’’ and 8’ box

Dodge 1500-3500, 5’7’’, 6’4’’ and 8’ box

Chevy	Silverado/GMC Sierra – standard box & long box

MAXIMIZER-3 PICKUP DRAWER UNIT

The MAXIMIZER-3 Secure Storage Drawer
from EZ STAK fits between the wheel wells
and offers three different size drawers. The
MAXIMIZER-3 drawer extends on heavy
duty ball bearing drawer slides for maximum
weight capacity. Comes with standard antiskid coating on the top, adjustable dividers
and rubber matting.
Available in different models for the following trucks:

Ford

F150-F550, 5’5’’, 6’5’’ and 8’ box

Dodge 1500-3500, 5’7’’, 6’4’’ and 8’ box
Chevy	Silverado/GMC Sierra
(standard box & long box)
Model# shown: EZ-TDU-16-48-60-DXY

MAX-10 SECURE DRAWER UNIT

The MAX-10 is a smaller scaled down
storage drawer unit that keeps your supplies
organized and leaves bed space open. It
extends on heavy duty ball bearing drawer
slides holding hundreds of pounds of tools
and supplies. It also comes with standard antiskid coating on the top, adjustable dividers
and rubber matting.
Model# shown: EZ-TDU-10-30-24-D
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SIDEKICK WHEELWELL DRAWERS

EZ STAK recommends using a bed
cover for optimal protection from
the elements.

The SIDEKICK two drawer unit capitalizes on the unusable
storage space over either wheelwell. All EZ STAK storage
drawers are manufactured with high grade durable 0.100”
North American aluminum and stainless fasteners. Available in
optional black finish. Long drawer extends to a maximum of 60”
using 500 lb. heavy duty ball bearing drawer slides for maximum
weight capacity. Optional cylinder locks are available.

Available in different models for the following trucks:
Ford

F150-F550, 5’5’’, 6’5’’ and 8’ box

Dodge 1500-3500, 5’7’’, 6’4’’ and 8’ box

Chevy	Silverado/GMC Sierra – standard box & long box
Model# shown: SK-17-14-50

550 Albion Ave
Schaumburg, Illinois,
60193 USA
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only, actual product may vary. Due to continuous
improvement in product and production methods,
specifications are subject to change without notice.

